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Team Hysteria welcomes you to
Hysteria 2021.
We look forward to taking this
Festival to new heights and hope
you’ll have an amazing time here.
This is the brochure of all the
events happening at Hysteria 2021
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GENERAL RULES
1. Participants will only be allowed on a valid College
ID card or on a college fee receipt along with a
government issued ID card (age limit - upto 24 Years).
2. Any kind of obscenity, vulgarity, and misbehaviour
or slang language will not be tolerated.
3. Decisions of the judges/ referees/ organising
committee will be final and shall not be questioned.
4. Organisers reserve the right to modify/change/
add rules and regulations according to the
participation as needed without any prior notice.
5. Participants and CL’s must adhere to all rules and
regulations of the events
6. Cheating will lead to immediate disqualification.
The organisers have the right to cancel any event on
the grounds of minimum participation.
7. The participants must have good internet
connectivity at all times.
8. The participants must turn on their videos if asked
by the host/ organising committee at any time.
9. The event timings can be delayed/ preponed on
the grounds of participation.
10. NCP: Participants registered as NCP’S will not
represent any college
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TITLE SPONSOR

@tiaanstore
https://tiaanstore.com
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KEY ICONS
TIME LIMIT
Time allotted to
participants
PARTICIPANTS
The number of
participants required
to compete
STAGES
Number of rounds
in each event

INTRA COLLEGIATE EVENT

INTER COLLEGIATE EVENT
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events
NOTE: THIS IS AN EVENTS BROCHURE.
THE RULEBOOK WILL BE CIRCULATED SEPARATELY.
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EVENTS
Performing Arts
Literary Arts
Fine Arts
Photography
Gaming
Mega & PR Events
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HYSTERIA
POINT SYSTEM
FOR EVENTS
T1

tier 1

GOLD- 150 SILVER-100 BRONZE-75

T2

tier 2

GOLD- 100

T3

SILVER-70

BRONZE-50

tier 3

GOLD- 70

SILVER-50

BRONZE-35
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performing
arts
11

events
Soul-o-Singing : Solo Singing (Western)
BAE- Surele? : Solo Singing (Regional)
Sync Up : Duet Singing
House of Dance : Solo Dancing (Western)
Taal se Taal : Solo Dancing (Regional)
Act-o-mania : Mimicry
The Glam Slam : Reel Challenge
Clash of Glams : Fashion Show

12

Soul-o-Singing

T1

Solo Singing(Western)
ELIMS- 1-2 MINS
FINALS- 3-4 MINS

ELIMS
FINALS

1

Soul-Music is the universal language of mankind,
Music is the art most nigh to tears,
Sing out loud let your soul unwind,
Music you sing brings joy to the ears.

REGISTRATION FEE - RS. 30

BAE- Surele?

T1

Solo Singing(regional)
ELIMS- 1-2 MINS
FINALS- 3-4 MINS

ELIMS
FINALS

1

Let the frantic and outlandish art of days of yore,
Bring the ethnicity, beauty and poise
back to shore,
Sing out with nostalgia,
Remembering Asha Bhosale,
Lata Mangeshkar and Kishore

REGISTRATION FEE - RS. 30
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Sync Up

T1

Duet Singing
ELIMS- 1-2 MINS
FINALS- 3-5 MINS

ELIMS
FINALS

2

Grab a partner and showcase your harmonies

REGISTRATION FEE - RS. 50

House of Dance
Solo Dancing(Western)
ELIMS- 2-4 MINS
FINALS -4-6 MINS

T1

ELIMS
FINALS

1

Show us your swag
Show us your moves,
Bring the house down
Make the judges approve.

REGISTRATION FEE - RS. 30
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T1

Taal se Taal
Solo Dancing(regional)
ELIMS- 2-4 MINS
FINALS- 4-6 MINS

ELIMS
FINALS

1

When you bring back the culture, do not forget
it tomorrow. Dance with your heart and
let your feet just follow

REGISTRATION FEE - RS. 30

Act-o-mania

T3

Mimicry
4- 6 MINS

FINALS

1

Present your best theatrical performance
through the art of Mimicking

REGISTRATION FEE - RS. 30
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The glam slam

T2

Reel Challenge
15- 30 SECS

FINALS

1

There’s only so much you can do in 30 secs.
Show us how you can take over Insta in 30 secs

REGISTRATION FEE - RS. 30

Clash of glams

T2

Fashion Show
5 MINS (MAX)

FINALS

1

Hey Fashion Fanatics
The past year's been a mess,
But now is your time
So let's dress to impress.

REGISTRATION FEE - RS. 30
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literary
arts
17

events
RetroOratory (Elocution)
Clash of Titans (Debates)
Tales Out Loud (Story telling)
Kora Kaagaz (Poetry)
Reel Retro Ready! (Monologue)
Hit the Chord (Original composition songs)
Scriptopolis (Script Writing)
Let’s Haikuwind (Haiku Writing)
140ster (140 word story)
Adzoid (Ad making)
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RetroOratory

T1

Elocution
5 MINS MAX

2 STAGES

1

A speech competition where the participants
will be allotted with a topic and they have to
talk about it for the given duration.

REGISTRATION FEE - RS. 30

T1

CLASH OF TITANS
Debate
OXFORD
TIME PATTERN

4 STAGES

2

Power possessed by words, is mightier
than daggers and swords, your walls you have
to defend, until the very end.

REGISTRATION FEE - RS. 50
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TALES OUT LOUD
Story telling
3 MINS MAX

T1
2

2 STAGES

Time to go back and put ourselves in the shoes
of The hare and tortoise, the lion and mouse...
Let's relive these stories in our own way.
We welcome all for this group event where
we recite the already known stories with a twist.
The starting and ending of your storyline should
match the original story.

REGISTRATION FEE - RS. 50

KORA KAAGAZ

T1

Poetry
3 MINS MAX

2 STAGES

1

“What words, what phrases, are at hand
for use! Such a spectrum of feelings can be
freely set lose” Catch your head and hold that
breath for you have to get some poetry on
the page.

REGISTRATION FEE - RS. 30
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Reel Retro Ready!

T3

Monologue
2 MINS MAX

FINAL

1

There’s a platform for the advent star in you.
The advent of an actor and a director of a
certain creator and a presenter. Tighten your
belts as you amaze yourself befriending a
little nugget.

REGISTRATION FEE - RS. 30

T1

Hit the Chord

Original composition songs
3 MINS MAX

2 STAGES

1

Bring your vocals and your songs, we will listen
to them all night long. This a call for all those
musicians out there to prove to all that you rock.

REGISTRATION FEE - RS. 30
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Scriptopolis

T2

Script Writing
N/A

1

N/A

Is writing your talent? We are the stage.
Whether you are a regular script writer or
new to this we welcome you to this event.
Write and submit the most engaging and
heart-warming script of the year!

REGISTRATION FEE - RS. 30

140ster

T2

140 word story
N/A

N/A

1

“They were friends. Until one of them married
Norm. Since then, they’ve gone their
separate ways”
What story will you tell with just 140 words in it?

REGISTRATION FEE - RS. 30
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Adzoid

T2

Ad making
1 MIN- 2 MIN

N/A

1

“Spaced acceptance is what the media world
demands. Carve out the best advertisement and
convert your imagination to reality.”

REGISTRATION FEE - RS. 30

Let’s Haikuwind

T3

Haiku Writing
N/A

N/A

1

I write, erase, rewrite
Erase again, and then
A poppy blooms.
~“A Poppy Blooms” by Katsushika Hokusai
Do you like writing haikus?
Join in our Haiku Writing competition..
Grab your pens and share your thoughts in
just 3-4 lines!

REGISTRATION FEE - RS. 30
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fine arts

24

events
Face off (Face Painting)
Makeup Tera Mastana (Makeup)
Mask-Erena (Face Mask Painting)
Paint like Picasso (Recreating Famous Paintings)
Dear Diary (Journaling )
Organized Chaos (Collage Making)
Comic Kaun (Comic Strip)
Illustrators of Hysteria (Digital Creation)
No Brushes attached (No brushes challenge )
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Face OFF

T1

FACE PAINTING
3.5 HRS

N/A

1

“Art is not what you see, but what you make
others see”- Edgar Degas
For this competition use the most priceless
canvas there could be, yourself!
Theme – 80s cartoons and comics

REGISTRATION FEE - RS. 30

T1

makeup tera mastana
MAKEUP
3.5 HRS

N/A

1

Channel your inner rockstar as we prepare to
bring back the 80’s. This is a call for all you
makeup lovers to prove to all that you rock!
Theme – 80s rocker

REGISTRATION FEE - RS. 30
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Mask-Erena

T2

Face Mask Painting
2.5 HRS

N/A

1

Since masks have now become a part of our
daily attire, Hysteria presents you an opportunity
to have the trendiest mask in town. Channel
those designer vibes and give it your best.
Theme – Retro Abstract

REGISTRATION FEE - RS. 30

T1

Paint like Picasso
Recreating Famous Paintings
3 HRS

N/A

1

Ever wondered what your version of the
‘Creation of Adam’ would look like? Here’s
your chance to find out with our event
‘Paint like Picasso’ where we will give you a
famous painting that you have to recreate in your
own way with your interpretation of the painting.

REGISTRATION FEE - RS. 30
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T2

dear diary
Journaling
1 HR

N/A

1

Take your love for Journaling to the next level
as you design a bullet journal spread which
takes us back to the 80s.
Theme – Retro Aesthetic

REGISTRATION FEE - RS. 30

T2

organized chaos
Collage Making
2.5 HRS

N/A

1

Combine different images to form a digital
picture collage aka Organized Chaos.
Theme – It’s the time to Disco

REGISTRATION FEE - RS. 30
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Comic Kaun

T2

Comic Strip
1.5 HRS

N/A

1

Love merging literature and visuals as a way of
showcasing your humour? Don’t worry we got
you. Create a comic strip and showcase your
hilarious side.

REGISTRATION FEE - RS. 30
Illustrators of Hysteria
Digital Creation
2.5 HRS

T2

N/A

1

Create your own digital artwork based on the
theme – Retro Classic. Wondering what’s
the catch? Well, here it is. Participants will
be given different elements on the spot that
must be incorporated in their masterpiece.
So put your thinking caps on for this one!
Theme – Retro Classic

REGISTRATION FEE - RS. 30
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no brushes attached

T1

No brushes challenge
2 HRS

N/A

1

There is no fun without obstacles, and so we
bring to you the ‘No Brushes Challenge’.
In this challenge you must paint your entire
picture using anything but brushes!
Theme : Back to the 80s

REGISTRATION FEE - RS. 30
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photography

31

events
Life In Quarantine- Phone
Wonders of Light - Camera
Bokeh party - Camera
Retro- Vintage– (Phone & Camera)
Shadow Photography- (Phone & Camera)
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LIFE IN QUARANTINE

T2

phone
N/A

N/A

1

Stuck inside and unable to shoot something
great? No problem! express those 8 months
of quarantine life, through your lens.

REGISTRATION FEE - RS. 30

WONDERS OF LIGHT

T2

Camera
N/A

N/A

1

Play with lights and colours and show us the
best you've got with unique combination of both.

REGISTRATION FEE - RS. 30
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BOKEH PARTY

T2

camera
N/A

N/A

1

Get all those lights you've stored, in to good use!
Bring some bokeh party to your creativity.

REGISTRATION FEE - RS. 30

RETRO- VINTAGE

T1

phone & Camera
N/A

N/A

1

Retro-Vintage is making a comeback, from
fashion to photography. Vintage photography
has a very distinct and loud character to it.
Show us how you would replicate it with
modern equipment

REGISTRATION FEE - RS. 30
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Shadow Photography

T1

phone & camera
N/A

N/A

1

A shadow is created when something stands
in front a light source and causes the light to
be cast behind or in front of it. Lets produce
some dramatic images with the use of shadow.

REGISTRATION FEE - RS. 30
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gaming

12
36

events
CS:GO
Dota 2
CODM (Multiplayer)
Valorant
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T1

CS:GO
N/A

N/A

5

Do you have what it takes to execute a plan to
bomb either of the sides? Does your team have
the perfect execution with smokes flashes and
grenades? Come battle it out against the best
of the best in a classic competitive match.
Mixed teams from different departments is
permitted but the points will equally be divided
between the team members.
A team with any outsider or Non-Dbcl student
will be considered as NCP entry and no points
will be allocated for the Intra shield.

REGISTRATION FEE - RS. 400
PRIZE POOL 1ST PLACE - RS.4000
2ND PLACE - RS.2500

SUBJECT TO CHANGE BASED ON NUMBER OF REGISTRATIONS
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Dota 2
N/A

T1
N/A

5

Does your team have what it takes to destroy
the opponent's ancient? Come battle it out in
a captain's mode game with your team and test
out where you stand on strategy, composure and
execute the perfect ganks
Mixed teams from different departments is
permitted but the points will equally be divided
between the team members.
A team with any outsider or Non-Dbcl student
will be considered as NCP entry and no points
will be allocated for the Intra shield.

REGISTRATION FEE - RS. 400
PRIZE POOL 1ST PLACE - RS.4000
2ND PLACE - RS.2500

SUBJECT TO CHANGE BASED ON NUMBER OF REGISTRATIONS
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CODM(multiplayer) T1
N/A

N/A

5

When the duty calls the soldiers are always
ready! So time to gear up and put your best
soldiers at war! Do you have what it takes to
resume warfare or will you surrender?
Mixed teams from different departments is
permitted but the points will equally be divided
between the team members.
A team with any outsider or Non-Dbcl student
will be considered as NCP entry and no points
will be allocated for the Intra shield.

REGISTRATION FEE - RS. 250
PRIZE POOL 1ST PLACE - RS.2000
2ND PLACE - RS.1000

SUBJECT TO CHANGE BASED ON NUMBER OF REGISTRATIONS
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Valorant
N/A

T1
N/A

5
Is your team blessed with 5 different mind sets?

Are you smart enough like Killjoy and fast
enough like Jett?
Can you block away people's sight like Brim and
blind them like Breach?
Prove yourselves and join us in the battle of the
best to find out who holds the crown
Remember, you're not just a student!
Mixed teams from different departments is
permitted but the points will equally be divided
between the team members.
A team with any outsider or Non-Dbcl student
will be considered as NCP entry and no points
will be allocated for the Intra shield.

REGISTRATION FEE - RS. 400
PRIZE POOL 1ST PLACE - RS.4000
2ND PLACE - RS.2500
SUBJECT TO CHANGE BASED ON NUMBER OF REGISTRATIONS
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mega and
pr events
42

events
Trickshots
House Olympics
Football fantasy league
skribbl.io
Tetris
Housie
Chess
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TRICKSHOTS
15 SECONDS

T2
N/A

1

Done something cool by fluke in front of your
friends that you've been "wowed" at? Now
you can capture that moment on camera and
send us your best shots and become the next
Dude Perfect.

REGISTRATION FEE - RS. 30

HOUSE OLYMPICS
N/A

T1
N/A

5

Wish you were part of The Office Olympics?
Well here is a chance to have your own house
Olympics. So get ready with your home
equipments for a quick game of Minute to Win It.

REGISTRATION FEE - RS.100
(1 TEAM PER DEPARTMENT)
PRIZE POOL 1ST PLACE - RS.1000
2ND PLACE - RS.500
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Football
fantasy league
N/A

T1

2 STAGES

3

Talk about Mega events and not have
football in it?
Show us your football team management
skills because "Managing is taking a team
where they can't take themselves"

REGISTRATION FEE - RS.60
(1 TEAM PER DEPARTMENT)
PRIZE POOL 1ST PLACE - RS.1000
2ND PLACE - RS.500

T3

skribbl.io
80 SECONDS

2 STAGES

1

Ever been able to perfectly understand
what your friends have doodled at the back of
their books? Then sign up for SKRIBBLE

REGISTRATION FEE - RS. 30
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Tetris
N/A

T3
4 STAGES

1

Missing those retro days when things actually
FELL INTO PLACE? let's bring back some
Nostalgia and have a BLOCKBUSTER

REGISTRATION FEE - RS. 30

HOUSIE
N/A

N/A

1

Felt like you spent a lot of money registering
for other Hysteria events? You can win your
money back with your very own traditional
tambola

REGISTRATION FEE - RS. 20
MAXIMUM 3 TICKETS PER PERSON
PRIZES WORTH RS 2000
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chess
10 MINS PER
PLAYER

T2
KNOCKOUT
STAGES

1

Get ready for an exciting battle of wits.
Each move is important, and a lapse of
concentration even for a moment can
spell the end. “Checkmate.” The word is
absolute and final.

REGISTRATION FEE - RS. 30
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REGISTRATION
Registrations for both inter collegiate and intra
collegiate must be done through the proper
registration channels
Contingent participants must register for events
through their respective contingent leader
Registration for any participant, inter or intra
will not be made official until the registration
fee is paid

PAYMENT PORTAL

9969358671 @UPI
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CONTACT US
Clevon D’souza
(Registration Head)
77388 81241
Chryselle Fernandes
(Registration Head)
97695 19294

See
you there!
FOLLOW US ON:
@hysteriadbcl
@hysteriadbcl
http://hysteriadbcl.in
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